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Commuter –
the smart travel planning app  
for public transport

Summy of features 
Door-to-door planning across Great Britain 

Prediction of upcoming routine journeys

Side-by-side comparison of real-time  
itinerary options 

Journeys can be customised by a user for 
example with extra walking sections

Using the wander feature users can pin 
a location and roam around while being 
supported with real-time public transport 
options to get them back to the location

Data privacy 



Commuter in detail

Door-to-door planning 
across Great Britain

Commuter lets you plan journeys between 
addresses in Great Britain using different 
modes of public transport. 

It recognises popular destinations and, if you 
fancy, you can  personalise your favourite 
places.

Recognises popular destinationsPlan across Great Britain Personalise places



Commuter in detail

Real-time planning Commuter generates real-time routes for your 
personal journeys, and allows you to compare 
options with each other. 

Itineraries are detailed with maps, travel 
warnings and disruption impacts, and allows 
you to alter your plans as you travel.

Disruptions alerts Route options comparison Itinery details



Commuter in detail

‘Intelligent Passenger’ Commuter is also an intelligent helper which 
gets to know your routine commuting journeys 
and travel behaviours and uses this to plan 
in advance. It will predict and prompt you to 
take public transport by displaying live route 
alternatives.  

This knowledge is only used by your Commuter 
App and not shared with our systems in any 
way. When you delete the App this knowledge 
will also be deleted.  

Predicts and prompts journeys



Commuter in detail

Customised journeys It’s possible we won’t find the right route for 
you – especially if you like to mix up your 
commute with a walk through the park on a 
great summer morning – so you can customise 
your journey to match your own personal 
preferences.

Customise how you travel for sections of your journey



Commuter in detail

Wander Just enter a place you want to get to while 
you carry on exploring (or shopping!) and 
Commuter will keep an eye on what public 
transport routes can get you there and when 
you’ll arrive.

Anchor your destination and go wander



We take data privacy and the right to a private 
life very seriously. Our commitment to you is 
that Commuter does not transmit information 
about your current location, movements 
and journey plans, or any other personally 
identifiable data over the network. Such data is 
locked securely inside the App on your device. 
Even your door to door journey planning is 
processed solely by Commuter on your device 
to assure this level of privacy.

We note that many mobile apps collect 
your data to profile you, sometimes without 
even asking your consent. This is particularly 
common with free apps and provides a way 
for the developers to generate income, but it 
is also a business model we think needs to be 
challenged. 

We want to demonstrate an alternative 
business model that builds in data privacy, 
hence with Commuter it’s your travel data, your 
private activity, it’s securely protected and we 
the makers cannot see it by design.

Data privacy
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Commuter is part of Smart Routing – an 18-month Innovate UK research  
project that is pushing innovation in the way we plan, monitor and design 
public transport journeys. The project explores how Smartphones can act  
as a means of sharing transport data in an efficient and timely way, what the 
data privacy challenges are, and how the smartphone can deliver  
more effective means of travel personalisation. 

Capitalising on advances in the study of Big Data, the information will 
allow citizens and businesses to be able to design and develop real time, 
personalised and ubiquitous public transport service routes. It also aims to  
help local authority decision makers in the long-term planning of transport  
in urban areas.

Smart Routing is putting those innovations into practice in Birmingham,  
by running a user trial from July to December 2017. 

Project partners


